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seamless coat of the Catholicism of the middle ages and had sub-
stituted a national for a universal church. Under the Stuarts
the via media was troubled by many cross-currents. Arminianism
was a protest against the doctrinal tyranny of Calvinism, just
as independency was a protest against any closely organized
church. Quakerism arose from dissatisfaction with all existing
creeds. The concept of the inner light rendered prescribed doc-
trines or covenants unnecessary for those holding it. Socinian-
ism (later styled unitarianism) involved the rejection of one of
the cardinal tenets of Christianity. Numerous if ephemeral
sects also arose, whose votaries were inspired by the hope of
finding salvation in pastures new. The more enlightened and
humane members of most ecclesiastical organizations began to
champion toleration and thus challenged the right of the state*
to determine the religious worship of its citizens.
In politics occurred the most obvious instances of revolt
against authority. In some ways the 'great rebellion1 is a better
label than the 'puritan revolution' for the movement that led to
the execution of Charles I and the establishment of the pro-
tectorate. It is true that most puritans sided against the king,
that the parliamentary commissions ran in the name of king and
parliament and thus afforded their holders a somewhat trans-
parent screen against being called rebels, and that a war con-
cerned mainly at the start with political sovereignty rather
changed its character and became a crusade for religious free-
dom. Nevertheless the struggle, though at no time a class war,
was to a large extent a revolt by the middle classes against
personal government- They had been steadily growing in power
under the Tudors, when they had been allowed to participate
in government at the will of the sovereign. Now they wen?
no longer content merely to register approval of royal edicts—
indeed, they had occasionally shown embarrassing indepen-
dence, even under Henry VIII or Elizabeth. Their intention of
taking an active part in determining policy was clue to many
associated causes: to consciousness of strength, to the desire for
a further reformation in the church, to an anti-sacerdotalism
which conflicted with the existing alliance between church and
state, to dislike of an economic policy which hindered though it
could not stop inclosures and aimed at restricting private gain
for^the public good, and to impatience with a paternalistic
regime now that they felt they had outgrown leading-strings*

